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WELCOME.

COSY COASTAL!

Welcome to my Wick Cottage newsletter!
Where did the Summer go? way too quick! 

It seems that Autumn is upon us in a blink.
I hope my newsletter is a small change from all that is happening around us, and is a
welcome distraction from all the doom and gloom.
 whilst interior design and soft furnishings are trivial compared to recent world and
local events, our home is where our heart is or so they say, and we do spend a lot of
our time there, it's our place of refuge, where we are at our happiest, so let's add a bit
of Autumn coastal styling to it to make it feel cosy as the nights start to draw in!

   

 Autumn coastal styling? I hear you say!
Coastal styling is all about Summer! stripes
and nautical themes.
Not necessarily! it's about adding layers
and warmth to your existing look, add
throws or a layered rug to make the look
cosy coastal, swap out accessories as the
Season changes to give your home a
warmer look. 

If you already have warm wooden
furniture or any rattan pieces they will
work perfectly against Country style checks
and textured soft furnishings.  



COSY COASTAL STYLING IDEAS.

ACCESSORIES.

Add cosy fabrics or swap out colours for a
neutral palette of beige, browns and creams
to add warmth.
 

Transform your home in-expensively with
simple accessories to make it feel warmer
and more cosy coastal! 
 



FABRICS, COLOURS &
TEXTURE

Sumptuous  warm earthy tones,
all work perfectly together for
the transition from Summer to
Autumn.

GORGEOUS 
MEG MORTON FABRICS!

Blend plain fabrics with patterns
and add texture with pom-poms,
tassels or fringing on your
curtains and soft furnishings to
create warmth.
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 Some of my most recent makes

Sustainability for your windows!
Autumn styling

Thank you so much for spending the time to look at

my  newsletter and thank you to my lovely

customers for continuing to support my dream!

Hope you enjoyed the cosy coastal styling ideas?

Next time:

www.wickcottageinteriors.co.uk

See you soon
Bev x


